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BEARING CAPACITY OF A COMPOSITE
ANNULAR PLATE WITH DIFFERENT FIXING

CONDITIONS SITUATED THE ACTION OF NON
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD

Abstract

In the paper we solve a problem on definition of ultimate load for perfect
rigidly plastic composite plates simply supported by internal and built-in external
edges and situated under the action of non-uniformly distributed lateral load.
It is shown that the plate’s surfaces is divided into five annular zones and in
each of them different plastic states are realized. Statical fields of moments are
defined, the equations for unknown radii separating different plastic zones, and
also equations for defining support reaction and ultimate load, are found.

I. Introduction. In a wide class of constructions a plate or a slab overlaps a
system of beams and is a bearing element. A board or deck of a ship, upper cov-
ering of a shelter may serve as an example for such constructions. A plate or slab
is the first that takes up a load and redistributes it on the main direction beams
and cross beams. In a number of cases the coverings are of the form of an annular
plate fastened on an external contour. Coverings are performed as structurally-
inhomogeneous in radius or as structurally-orthotropic (ribbed) [11]. Ultimate state
of flexible has been studied in many papers; here we can note the papers [1-5, 7].
The constructions made of composite materials are widely used in different fields of
engineering and propjet. The problems of mechanics of composite materials arouses
special interest of researchers However, plastic behavior of composite materials and
structural elements has been studied not enough; here we note the papers [5-7, 9,
10], where bearing capacity of round and annular plates made of composite material
under different fixing conditions, situated under the action of lateral uniform and
non-uniform loads, are studied. Reinforcing fibres in a composite material are usu-
ally selected due to their maximal strength and rigidity characteristics. The main
purpose of a matrix is to connect a fibre into a unit solid and at the same time
to give necessary configuration to a product. A matrix implicitly transmits force
from one fibre to another. Requirement of adaptability to manufacture (case of
treatment) of a composite leads to the fact that usually the matrices of small (in
comparison with reinforcing fibres) rigidity and small resistance of deformations are
used. Large application of composite materials makes necessary to develop new com-
posites, theoretical and experimental analysis of their strength and bearing capacity.
Determination of appropriate yield conditions is one of the important problems in
investigating plastic properties of composite materials. The papers [6, 9] are devoted
to derivation of yield conditions of rein-forced plates and shells. The paper [9] at-
tempts to construct more simple and at the same time sufficiently exact conditions
of plasticity.

2. Problem statement. Let’s consider plastic (tensionless) flexion of an annu-

lar composite plate occupying the domain A ≤ R ≤ B,−H
2
≤ z ≤ H

2
, 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π

under ax symmetric load of intensity q = q(R), cylindrical system of coordinates




